Abstract-Full-duplex (FD) radio has been introduced for bidirectional communications on the same temporal and spectral resources so as to maximize spectral efficiency. In this paper, motivated by the recent advances in FD radios, we provide a foundation for HDHNs, composed of multi-tier networks with a mixture of APs, operating either in bidirectional FD mode or downlink HD mode. Specifically, we characterize the network interference from FD-mode cells, and derive the HDHN throughput by accounting for AP spatial density, self-IC capability, and transmission power of APs and users. By quantifying the HDHN throughput, we present the effect of network parameters and the self-interference cancellation (IC) capability on the HDHN throughput, and show the superiority of FD mode for larger AP densities (i.e., larger network interference and shorter communication distance) or higher self-IC capability. Furthermore, our results show operating all APs in FD or HD achieves higher throughput compared to the mixture of two mode APs in each tier network, and introducing hybrid-duplex for different tier networks improves the heterogenous network throughput.
relays with different self-interference cancellation (IC) capabilities in multi-hop transmission [8] . The achievable rates of HD and FD in MIMO systems have been compared in [9] , and the degree-of-freedom of the system with a FD base stations (BSs) with HD users has been analyzed by considering the intracell inter-node interference [10] . The FD radios has also been used in jamming techniques for communication secrecy [11] and bidirectional broadcast communications by implementing rapid on-off-division duplex [12] . The hybrid of FD-and HDrelaying schemes have also been presented, which allows a relay to opportunistically switch between two modes based on instantaneous [13] [14] [15] or statistical channel state information (CSI) [15] .
The key challenging in implementing a FD radio is the presence of self-interference, received at a node from its own transmission while transmitting and receiving at the same time. Self-IC techniques for FD systems with multiple antennas have been proposed by exploiting the following domains: 1) propagation-domain schemes including antenna separation [16] , [17] and directional transmit/receive antennas (e.g., beamforming-based techniques) [18] [19] [20] ; 2) analog circuit-domain including channel-unaware schemes [16] , [21] and channel-aware schemes [16] , [22] [23] [24] ; 3) digital circuitdomain [14] , [15] ; and 4) hybrid of analog and digital domains [25] , [26] . The self-IC techniques are being researched actively as the current self-IC capability is still challengeable. Recently, the feasibility of single (shared)-array FD transceivers has also been presented in [24] , [27] , [28] . However, there is no work that considers the self-interference together with the network interference generated from randomly distributed FDmode nodes for the performance evaluation of FD systems. If more nodes operate in FD, the number of communicating nodes in the network increases, but network interference also increases, which can degrade the communication reliability between nodes. The network interference from FD-mode nodes has been presented in [29] , [30] , but one tier network was considered with the perfect self-IC assumption. 1 The performance of heterogeneous networks has been studied [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] by taking into account the spatial node distribution using the PPP, which is widely used in wireless networks [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . 2 The heterogeneous network throughput has been 1 Furthermore, simpler network model was used in [29] by ignoring the intracell interference, which can be generated by users accessing the same resource in a cell, and the fixed link distance between a user and its communicating AP was used in [30] . 2 Recently, the PPP has also been used to evaluate some advanced techniques such as the coordinated multiple-point (CoMP) with BS-centric [52] and user-centric [53] clustering, and the self-powered transmitters using energy harvesting techniques [54] .
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presented by considering the K-tier spectrum sharing network in downlink [33] and in uplink [34] , the BS loads of different tier networks [35] , the interference cancellation capability [36] , [37] , the spectrum sharing methods [38] , [39] , and the tradeoff between traffic offloading and energy consumption of small cells [40] , [41] . To solve the load balancing problem in heterogeneous networks with HD systems, the concept of cell range expansion has also been considered to offload users to less loaded networks using a biased cell association rule [42] , [43] . The design of duplex communication modes is also presented by considering the coordinated time-division duplexing (TDD) underlay structure in two-tier networks [55] , and the hybrid division duplexing in the network composed of macro-cells in frequency-division duplexing (FDD) and cognitive femto-cells in TDD [44] . However, most of these works is based on HD and does not explore the effect of FD on network throughput, impeding the efficient duplex mode design for heterogeneous networks.
Motivated by the recent advances in FD radios, we propose the novel idea of hybrid-duplex cell networks for future heterogeneous cellular networks. We consider HDHNs, composed of multi-tier networks with a mixture of APs operating either in bidirectional FD mode or downlink HD mode. We develop a framework for HDHNs in the presence of self-interference and network interference. Specifically, after characterizing the network interference of HDHNs, we define a performance metric, namely the HDHN throughput, to measure the average data rate achieved by APs and users successfully communicating in this network. Based on this metric, we present the effect of network parameters such as the AP spatial density, the network interference, and the self-interference on the HDHN throughput. We then determine the portion of FD-mode APs that maximizes the HDHN throughput based on the system parameters including AP spatial density. Note that this is different from the opportunistic mode switching based on CSI in [13] [14] [15] . The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• we characterize the network interference generating from distributed APs and users in FD-mode cells; • we introduce and derive the HDHN throughput that accounts for self-interference, spatial AP densities, and transmission power of APs and users; and • we quantify the HDHN throughput and present the optimal portion of FD-mode APs to maximize the HDHN throughput according to the self-IC capability and network parameters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the HDHN model and provides the statistical characterization of interference from FD-mode cells. Section III analyzes the successful transmission probability of HDHNs, and introduces and analyzes the HDHN throughput. Section IV quantifies the effects of network parameters and self-interference capability on the HDHN throughput and determines the optimal portion of FD-mode APs in HDHNs. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
Notation: The notation used throughout the paper is reported in Table I.   TABLE I  NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER 
II. HYBRID-DUPLEX HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we describe the HDHN model and characterize the network interference of the HDHN.
A. Network Model
We consider HDHNs composed of K-tier wireless networks. The kth-tier network consists of APs distributed in space according to a homogeneous PPP Π a,k with spatial density λ k . Each AP forms a cell and communicates to nodes in either downlink HD mode or bidirectional FD mode. The portion of FD-mode APs in the kth-tier network is p 
respectively. All HD-mode cells are in downlink while all FD-mode cells have both uplink and downlink communications. In the HDHNs, users in FD-mode cells and all APs of the kth-tier network transmit with power P u,k and P a,k , respectively, and generally P a,k ≥ P u,k . Each channel is used by one user in a cell to avoid intra-cell interference, and the whole spectrum is utilized in each cell. 3 An example of downlink HDHNs is presented in Fig. 1 .
Users are scattered in HDHNs according to a homogeneous PPP Π u with spatial density μ, and a node located at x o connects to an AP in the k-tier networks based on the association rule, presented by [43] 
where K = {1, 2, · · · , K} is the index set of K tier networks; W i is the weighting factor for the ith-tier network; D y,x is the distance between nodes at y and x; and α i > 2 is the pathloss exponent in the ith-tier network. This association rule can be extended to special cases such as the rule that makes nodes associate to the nearest AP, i.e., W i = 1, or to the AP providing the maximum average received power, i.e., W i = P a,i U i where U i is the association bias of the ith-tier network. Let us denote D m i as the distance to the m-mode AP with the maximum
Using the association rule and D m i , the probability that a user is associated to an m-mode AP in the kth-tier network is given by
where (a) is from Lemma 4 in [43] , and B ik = W i /W k is the ratio between the association factor. Using (2), for a node associated to m-mode AP in the kth-tier network, the probability distribution function (PDF) of the link distance to the associated AP, D m k , is given by [43] 
Note that D m k depends not on the spatial density λ m k , but on the sum of scaled spatial densities, i.e., i∈K
All users and APs have a single antenna, and they are transmitting and receiving at the same time in FD mode [27] , [28] . A node in FD mode receives self-interference from its transmitted signal, and performs IC for the self-interference. Since the amount of self-interference depends on the transmission power at the receiver P r [27] , we define the residual self-interference power after performing cancellation as [14] , [15] , [19] 
for ∀k ∈ K and ∀m ∈ {FD, HD}. Here, H R,k = |h R,k | 2 shows the self-IC capability of nodes where h R,k is the residual selfinterfering channel of a node in the kth-tier network. In (4), C FD k (P r ) = 0 denotes perfect self-IC, and C HD k (P r ) = 0 since HD-mode nodes are not transmitting while receiving data.
The residual self-interfering channel gain H R,k in (4) needs to be characterized according to cancellation algorithms. For instance, after a digital-domain cancellation, h R,k can be presented as h R,k = h S,k −ĥ S,k where h S,k andĥ S,k are the selfinterfering channel and its estimate as the self-interference is subtracted using its estimate [14] , [19] , [56] , [57] . Then, H R,k can be modeled as a constant value such as H R,k = σ 2 e for the estimation error variance σ 2 e [14] , [56] , [57] . However, for other cancellation techniques such as analog-domain schemes [16] , [21] [22] [23] [24] , propagation-domain schemes [17] [18] [19] [20] , and combined schemes of different domains [25] , [26] , the modeling of H R,k is a still challenging problem. Hence, the parameterization of the self-IC capability in (4) can make the analysis more generic. We consider H R,k as a constant value in this paper, but note that the analysis can be easily extended for the case of random H R,k within our framework. 4 
B. Network Interference Characterization
In the kth-tier HDHN, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) received by a node at x o from a transmitter at y o for a propagation channel model with pathloss and Rayleigh fading is defined as
4 For instance, once the probability distribution function (PDF) of H R,k is available for a certain self-IC algorithm, by averaging analytic results of the paper over the distribution of H R,k , the results for the random H R,k can be obtained.
where P t is the transmission power at the transmitter, P r is the transmission power at the receiver, and H 
x,Z+N(Z) (7) where N (z) is the relative location of a user to its associated AP at z. Note that in (7), interference from a FD-mode cell consists of the interference from an AP and a user.
Let us consider a user at x, its associating AP at y, the other APs at z ∈ Π FD a,i /{y}, and their associated users at z + N (z). Generally, the distance between x and z is greater than the distance between z and z + N (z), i.e., x − z N (z) . Hence, due to the difficulty in obtaining the exact characteristics of I FD i , we assume that the distance between a user at x and a user at z + N (z) can be approximated to the distance between a user at x and the unassociated AP at z as
Using the approximation in (8), the interference received from FD-mode cells can be presented as
/{y}
where G i is given by
In (10), if P a,i = P u,i , G i is the sum of two exponential random variables all with same rate P −1 a,i and it follows the Erlang distribution [58] . On the other hand, if P a,i = P u,i , G i is the sum of two exponential random variables with different rates P −1 a,i and P −1 u,i and it follows the hypo-exponential distribution [58] . Hence, the probability distribution function (PDF) of G i is given by [58] 
5 From the law of cosines, we have and we have
, otherwise (12) for δ > −1 and the gamma function Γ(·). With the approximation in (8), we now obtain the Laplace transform of I FD i as follows.
Lemma 1: The Laplace transform of the approximated interference received from FD-mode cells in the ith-tier network, I
FD i in (9) , is given by (13) , shown at the bottom of the page, whereD is the minimum distance to an interfering node and I 1 (x, y, z, ν) is defined by
for all constants ν + y > 0, y > 0, and is presented in Fig. 2 when the association policy in (1) is applied. For other parameters, the values presented in Table II are used. Fig. 2 shows
can be obtained by substituting x/P a,i (or x/P u,i ) to y and using the Gamma function
a good match between the cases with and without the approximation in (8) , especially for dense networks, i.e., large λ FD i . 7 Note that the Laplace transform of interference from FD-mode cells in Lemma 1 and the following analytical results related to FD mode can also be used when each FD-mode node has two antennas, one for transmitting and the other for receiving. In this case, the self-IC capability will be determined differently to the case of single antenna.
III. HYBRID-DUPLEX HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK THROUGHPUT
In this section, we analyze the successful transmission probability of HDHNs, and define and derive the HDHN throughput as a new performance measurement for HDHNs.
A. Successful Transmission Probability
In this subsection, we analyze the successful transmission probability of HDHNs. We present the successful transmission probability of a m-mode node in the kth-tier network as p 
where P t and P r are the transmission power of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. In (15) , ζ ik (α, P t ) is given by
whereσ ik (α, P t ) is given by (17) , shown at the bottom of the page, and σ ik (α, P t ) is defined as
7 Note that L I FD i (s) can be extended to the case with transmission power control for P u,i or P a,i such as [34] by taking expectation to the exponential exponent in (36) according to the power distribution.
Here, I 1 (x, y, z, ν) is defined in (14) and I 0 (x, y, z, ν) is defined as
for all constants ν > 2 and x, y, z > 0.
Proof: See Appendix B. The successful transmission probability p m S,k (P t , P r , τ) in (15) also presents the portion of m-mode nodes or APs satisfying target data rate in the kth-tier network. The p m S,k (P t , P r , τ) in (15) is difficult to be presented in a closed form, except for the cases of α i = 4, ∀i ∈ K or C FD k (P r ) = 0. The successful transmission probabilities are provided in closed forms for those special cases in the following corollaries.
Corollary 1: For α i = 4, ∀i ∈ K, the successful transmission probability of a FD-mode node in the kth-tier network p
where ζ ik (α, P t ) is defined in (16) and
2 dt is the complementary error function.
Proof:
For α = 4, by substituting r 2 with t in (21), we have
which results in (20) by [59, eq. (3.322) ]. Corollary 2: For α i = α > 2, ∀i ∈ K, when the self-IC is perfect, i.e., C FD k (P r ) = 0, the successful transmissioñ
probability of a FD-mode node in the kth-tier network p
where ζ ik (α, P t ) is defined in (16) .
which results in (23) .
In HD mode, there is no self-interference (i.e., C HD k (P r ) = 0), so for α i = α > 2, ∀i ∈ K, the successful transmission probability in kth-tier network can also be obtained from (24) as
where p FD S,k (P t , P r , τ) is defined in (23).
B. HDHN Throughput Analysis
In this subsection, we derive the HDHN throughput for various network settings. We first define the HDHN throughput as follows.
Definition 1: The HDHN throughput is defined by
where A is a bounded space with area |A|, U (x) is the associating user to an AP at x, and
Here, T m k is a random set of transmitter-receiver pairs (x, y) that a transmitter at x and its corresponding receiver at y communicates successfully with higher received SIR than a threshold value τ , i.e., (x, y) ∈ T m k when
The HDHN throughput measures the average data rate achieved by nodes (e.g., APs and users) communicating successfully in the network, and its unit is bits/sec/Hz/m 2 . One can also define the cell HDHN throughput by normalizing the total HDHN throughput achieved over the network, |A|S, with respect to the average number of cells in HDHNs,
This shows the average data rate per cell in this network and its unit is bits/sec/Hz/cell. Now, we derive the HDHN throughput.
Lemma 2:
The HDHN throughput is given by
where p m S,k (P t , P r , τ) is defined in (15) . Proof: The HDHN throughput in (26) can be represented as
by Campbell's theorem and the stationarity of a homogeneous PPP [60] .
, we obtain (29) .
We present the HDHN throughput in closed-forms for special cases.
Corollary 3: For α i = α > 2, ∀i ∈ K and the perfect self-IC, i.e., C FD k (P r ) = 0, the HDHN throughput is given by
where S k is the throughput of the kth-tier network, given by
.
Proof: It is obtained by substituting (23) into (29). Corollary 4:
For α i = 4, ∀i ∈ K, the K-tier HDHN throughput is given by (31) , shown at the bottom of the next page.
Proof: It is obtained by substituting (20) and (25) into (29) .
From Lemma 2, we can see that the HDHN throughput consists of the densities of HD-mode APs, FD-mode APs, and the FD-mode users, and their corresponding successful transmission probabilities. As p FD k increases, there exists more transmitting nodes (e.g., FD-mode users) in the network, but the network interference also increases, which consequently decreases successful transmission probabilities. Hence, it is not clear how to determine the portion of FD-mode cells to maximize the throughput of each tier network. From Corollary 3, we obtain the optimal portion of FD-mode cells,p FD k , for the perfect self-IC case as follows.
Corollary 5: For α k = α > 2 with R u = R a , when the self-IC in the FD mode is perfect, i.e., C FD k (P r ) = 0, the optimal portion of FD-mode APs in the kth-tier network that maximizes the throughput of the network isp more cells in FD enhances the network throughput. Therefore, in this network, the network throughput is maximized by operating all APs in FD mode regardless of network parameters such as transmission power or AP spatial density.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the throughput of two tier HDHNs consisted of network 1 and network 2 (except for Fig. 9 that considers three tier network), and present the effect of network parameters on the HDHN throughput. Specifically, we first show the HDHN throughput of network 1 in the presence of interference from network 2 as well as network 1 to explore the environment that FD achieves better throughput compared to HD. We then show how to determine the portions of FD-mode APs in two (or three) networks to maximize the HDHN throughput. Note that we use the self-IC capability of nodes in the kth-tier network as C
is the ratio of the residual self-interference after IC to the transmission power at the receiver. Unless otherwise specified, the values of network parameters presented in Table II are used.
Figs. 3 and 4 display the HDHN throughput of network 1 S 1 as a function of the self-IC capability L dB,1 for different duplex modes in network 1 and different values of AP spatial density of network 2 λ 2 . Here, P a,1 = 30 W is used for Fig. 3 while P a,1 = 9 W is used for Fig. 4 . Simulation results are marked by filled circles in Fig. 3 and they show a good agreement with the analysis. Note that in Fig. 3 , S 1 in HD mode is not changed according to λ 2 as S k in HD mode is given by which is not affected by λ i , ∀i = k. 8 However, in Fig. 4 , S 1 in HD mode is altered by λ 2 as P a,1 = P a,2 .
From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that for large λ 2 and low L dB,1 , S 1 in FD mode is higher than that of HD mode. The effect of low L dB,1 on S 1 is obvious as it means we have smaller residual self-interference. On the other hand, large λ 2 affects the network throughput in two aspects: 1) increasing the network interference (negative effect); and 2) making an user associate to closer AP with higher probability (positive effect). As λ 2 increases, we have large network interference, which makes the effect of self-interference on S 1 less in FD mode and the successful transmission probabilities in FD and HD modes relatively similar. Hence, for large λ 2 or low L dB,1 , operating APs in FD achieves higher S 1 compared to that in HD due to additionally communicating users in FD mode.
From Fig. 3 , we can also see that for a fixed L dB,1 , S 1 in FD mode increases with λ 2 . This is due to the fact that when the self-interference is large, as λ 2 increases, the increased network interference affects less than the shorter distance to associated AP. However, this results becomes different when the self-interference is small as shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , we can see that S 1 in FD mode decreases as λ 2 increases when L dB,1 < −45. This can be attributed to the fact that for small self-interference, S 1 is changed more by the increased network interference than the shorter communication link distance. Hence, in this case, having smaller λ 2 can enhance S 1 . This result is also applied for the HD mode case. From Fig. 4 , we can see that S 1 in HD mode decreases as λ 2 increases due to the large effect of the increased network interference. Fig. 5 shows the ratio of S 1 to the achievable S 1 when p (25) and (29) , S k in HD mode is represented by for high λ t while it decreases for low λ t . This can be attributed to the fact that the FD mode achieves higher throughput than the HD mode for large λ t as also shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 5 , S for different values of P u,1 and L dB,1 and different duplex modes. Note that S 1 increases with λ 1 as shown in (32) . From  Fig. 6 , it can be seen that for R λ,12 < 4, the HD mode achieves higher S 1 than the FD mode when L dB,1 = −30, but it becomes opposite for the perfect self-IC, i.e., L dB,1 = −∞. This is also verified in Corollary 5, which shows the optimal portion of FDmode APs isp From Fig. 6 , it can be also seen that, for R λ,12 < 4, S 1 in FD mode increases as P u,1 increases for L dB,1 = −∞ while it decreases for L dB,1 = −30. This is due to the fact that, for high self-IC capability, the network throughput in FD mode increases with P u,1 since higher P u,1 provides more reliable communication between a user and its associated AP. On the other hand, for low self-IC capability, the self-interference mainly determines the network throughput, so lower P u,1 achieves higher S 1 . From Fig. 6 , we can also see that the S 1 in FD mode with L dB,1 = −30 converges to that with L dB,1 = −∞ as λ 1 increases. This is due to the fact that as we have large network interference (i.e., large λ 1 ), the network interference mainly determines the network throughput while the effect of residual self-interference 
which is not affected by any λ i , ∀i (nor by R λ,ij ). Note also that, for a given R λ,ij , the best duplex mode set in terms of S c is equal to that in terms of S as S is the scaling of S c with λ t . From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the best duplex mode set is (FD, FD) for large R λ,21 because the FD mode achieves better throughput than the HD mode for large λ t . It can be also seen that the R λ,21 value that changes the best duplex mode from HD to FD in the network 1 is generally smaller than that in the network 2. This can be attributed to the fact that the network 1 has better self-IC capability and lower P u,1 , so the self-interference in the network 1 is smaller than that in the network 2. Hence, the FD mode is preferred to HD mode even for small λ 2 in the network 1. From this figure, it can be seen that the hybrid-duplex mode set can enhance the throughput of heterogeneous network for the R λ,21 range of M b = (FD, HD) . This is also verified in the following figure. Fig. 7 . Hence, by operating APs of network 1 in FD mode and APs of network 2 in HD mode, we achieve the maximum HDHN throughput. From Fig. 8 , it can be also seen that S keeps increasing with . This also verifies that, within a tier network, operating all APs either in FD or HD achieves higher S compared to having APs in both modes. This can be also verified in Fig. 9 , which displays the HDHN throughput S for three tier networks as a function of p m 2 ) . From  Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the best duplex mode sets for λ t = 2 · 10 −3 and λ t = 1 · 10 −2 are (FD, HD) and (FD, FD), respectively, for all the range of λ 1 /λ 2 . Hence, we can see that the best duplex mode is determined more by the total density of APs in HDHNs λ t than the AP density ratio, λ 1 /λ 2 . 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper establishes a foundation for HDHNs accounting for the spatial AP distribution, the self-IC capability, and the network interference. After newly characterizing the network interference generated by FD-mode cells, we define and derive the HDHN throughput. By quantifying the HDHN throughput, we show the effect of network parameters and self-IC capabilities on the HDHN throughput, and present how to optimally determine the duplex mode to maximize the HDHN throughput. Specifically, our results demonstrate that the FD mode achieves higher network throughput than the HD mode for high self-IC capability and large AP density of HDHNs. To maximize the throughput of a tier network, operating all APs in either HD or FD is better than having two mode APs. On the other hand, in terms of the total throughput of heterogeneous networks, making different tier networks operate in different duplex modes can enhance the throughput. The outcomes of our work provide insights on the efficient design of HDHNs, and opens several issues for future research on HDHNs including the transmission power control for FD-and HD-mode nodes, the throughput of MIMO FD system in the presence of network interference, the effect of network interference cancellation on the HDHN throughput, and the communication secrecy of HDHNs.
where (a) is from the Campbell's theorem [60] , 9 and (b) is obtained by replacing y for x α i . In (33) , by replacing z for 1/y, the integral inside of the expectation is represented as
In (34) 
Therefore, by using (34) in (33) after representing it using Γ(−
, and (35), we can obtain
for α i > 2. From (11), for P a,i = P u,i , ∀i ∈ K, we have
where I 1 (x, y, z, ν) is defined in (14) and (a) is obtained by [59, eq. 6 .455]. For P a,i = P u,i , we have
Using (11), we can readily obtain
in (36) . Finally, by substituting (11), (37) , and (38) into (36), we obtain (13). 9 For a homogeneous PPP Πo ∈ R d with density λo, the Campbell's theorem shows the following property holds [60] 
where A is a bounded space and g(y) is a bounded measurable function for y ∈ R d .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of SIR in (5) is presented for Rayleigh fading channels as
where D is the distance from a typical user to its associated AP and L Z (s) = E Z {e −sZ } is the Laplace transform of Z. Using the PDF of D in (3), we can represent (39) as
whereD is the distance to nearest unassociated AP, given by [43] 
In (41), (a) is from the Campbell's theorem [60] and the integral over x is performed fromD since, due to the association rule,
, ∀i ∈ K, where D i is the distance between a typical user to the nearest AP in the ith-tier network. By replacing s = r α k τ P
where I 0 (x, y, z, ν) is defined in (19) using [59, eq. (3.194) ]. From (19), we can see that the parameter x does not affect I 0 (x, y, z, ν). Hence, we have I 0 (x, y, z, ν) = I 0 (1, y, z, ν) and 
Finally, substituting (2), (43) and (44) into (40) results in (15) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF COROLLARY 5
When R u = R a = R t , the throughput of kth-tier network S k in (30) is represented by
where S o k is given by
From (16), ζ ik (α, P t ) in (46) can be represented by
where δ ik (P t ) andδ ik (P t ) are given by δ ik (P t ) =σ ik (α, P t ) − σ ik (α, P t ) δ ik (P t ) = σ ik (α, P t ) + B 2/α ik 2 .
Here, for the equal density λ o of FD-mode and HD-mode APs, Hence, δ ik (P t ) > 0 and
In (46), i∈K λ i ζ ik (α, P u,k ) can be presented as a function of p FD k as i∈K λ i ζ ik (α, P t ) = c 1 (P t )p
10 The (44) is obtained when the biased distance to the associated AP from a typical user W k D −α k k is smaller than that to any APs. In FD-mode cells, the biased distance from the typical user to a user, who associates to another AP, can be smaller than that to the associated AP. However, we ignore this case since a user generally transmits with smaller power than an AP and for analytical tractability. 11 For the equal density of APs, from (6) and (7) where c 1 (P t ) and c 2 (P t ) are given by c 1 (P t ) = λ k δ kk (P t ) c 2 (P t ) = λ kδkk (P t ) + j =k,j∈K λ j ζ jk (α, P t ).
Then, using (49) in (46) Hence, c 1 (P t ) and c 2 (P t ) are decreasing functions according to P t , and we can see that c 2 (P u,k ) (c 1 (P u,k )p FD k +c 2 (P u,k )) 2 in (50) decreases as P u,k decreases (i.e., as both c 1 (P u,k ) and c 2 (P u,k ) increases). Here, when P u,k = P a,k , from (50), we have
When P u,k = 0, p 
